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About This Game

Overview

Spy_Bugs is a flying game in which the protagonists are cyborg insects upgraded with high tech weapons. They can fly, land,
fire weapons and make special attacks, each insect is a different character with a specific weapon, special attack and specific

role. The player fights other insects in closed battlefields, like a human's house.

Background story

The year: 2023
There is a major corporation aiming to become the most important player in information control in the world. With the latest
technology they gather private and industrial data and then sell it to the highest bidder with absolutely no regards for privacy.

They are known as Cyberius Corporation.
On the other hand, former Cyberius employees created a group of freedom fighters and began a conflict to expose Cyberius for

what they truly are and protect people's privacy. These brave people are known as Hexotech.

The immediate response of Cyberius was to create micro drones. Using real insects, they started to genetically modify them and
then add weapons in order to infiltrate any kind of building, eliminate threats, gather information and get out undetected.

When Hexotech learned of this technology they started to create their own micro drones in order to fight back, secure private
data and sabotage Cyberius plans.

One of Hexotech's members managed to get the key to the insect modifications and they started to make their owns. However
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their goal is to secure all the data and sabotage Cyberius plans.

So the cold war for information began

Features

Insanely fast paced, action packed shooter.

Be a bug and act like a bug! You can fly and land everywhere in the map!

In-depth competitive multiplayer shooter with bugs that have specific roles!

Incredible special attacks that will blow your mind!

The only game in the world that a bug is actually a feature!

We have created the game but we want to include the features that are important to you, we will hear the community and
update/improve the game following your feedback! Further development we have planned:

Upgraded graphics and physics engine.

Community Developed Characters/Skins

New Maps Domestic & Urban environment

ELO Rating System

Divison Tiers

Thank you guys for you support!

Plans listed here are subject to change, we may add or remove features as seen fit during development process and
accordingly to community feedback.
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Title: Spy Bugs
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Digital Soul Games
Publisher:
TheGameWall Studios
Release Date: 26 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32/64 bits or greater

Processor: i3 4150 3.5GHz / AMD FX-4350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 650 / HD 7750

DirectX: Version 10

English,German,Italian,Russian,Portuguese,French,Turkish
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Quite interesting shooter game! Gameplay is as easy as pretty much any shooter game there is however, you do get a neat
gameplay mechanic added in Zeit2... rewind time for a few seconds! That way, you can land more kills (to heal up) and keep it
up with the killing spree!

Visuals, gameplay and soundtrack are all quite decent!

My only advice though... play this with a gamepad/controller! With keyboard, it ain't as intuitive as a controller!. Ok, this is no
game but perhaps a game changer. Yes, it is in its infancy, yes there is work to be done. Potential is a great and terrible thing
and this app has a ton of that. When I first tried it the menus were arcane and controls difficult but THE SAME DAY the dev
took our comments and fixed many of the problems. Amazing response.
I showed it to my wife and we both see it as the future of practical VR. I was able to put together a pretty reasonable room or
two in just a few minutes. Places that I could actually spend time in.
The media hooks are a work in progress but sticking a big screen of any size on the wall in front of a comfy couch and then
turning it on and off was kinda surreal...like a lot of VR...but in a good way.
Anyway, rambling on. There is a ton of work to be done and I am confident the dev is capable and committed and I know how
hard that must be in these early days.
Recommended for the price, no question.. ToeJam & Earl is a classic roguelike with an excellent sense of style, or at least it's a
roguelike as long as you don't reload a savestate from the emulator after dying. It's fun yet challenging, and a great co-op game.
It's also generally considered the best in the series of numbered TJ&E games, and as someone who started with TJ&EIII at an
early age, I very much agree. This is one old title that I'd recommend to more or less anybody today, nostalgia or no.. Very fun
for a free game. Very simple, but challenging.. I have to say, I've really enjoyed this game. Sure, maybe not EVERY decision
has an impact on the stroy, but most of them actually do. I'll definitely play it again to uncover some of the plot turns that I
missed. I recommend this this to anyone who enjoys reading and also enjoys the "make-your-own-adventure" kind of games. To
put it simply it's kind of like The Walking Dead, except in written format and more exciting.
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What a joke! Graphical messes at its best....

1/10. I was expecting more of a VN and less of a time-management game. While the concept isn't bad, there's close to no
character development; virtually all of your time is given to creating your game. The timing and pace of how long it takes to
make a game is vastly unbalanced; you can easily get everything to 'amazing' and have nothing to do for thirty more days, and
the controls don't allow you to simply 'rest'. With two time periods a day where you /have/ to make a decision on how you spend
your time (a 'repeat' button allows you to keep going on whatever skill you have selected beforehand but doesn't work for
resting), that means a lot of clicking and - for lack of a better word - busywork. That's about 180 (OR MORE if you've got more
than 30 days free) clicks to do nothing. It gets even worse when you've got your girls doing nothing for over a month but still
have to shell out cash to keep them on retainer. There's issues with skipping dialogue as well; pressing the spacebar down solidly
helps everything go by fast, but it also manages to bypass any crucial decisions you need to make about game aspects and
pricing, which can screw you over when it comes to selling games. There also seems to be an issue with how many games you
purchase and are able to sell. Even if I purchase an excess of the first game I make, none are sold at later conventions, which
makes it a complete waste of money. If the purpose is to have a decent amount of product to sell and keep getting revenue, then
why does the game erase any copies I have left over from my inventory?

This game has a lot of issues, and doesn't work as either a management sim or a VN.. Short but well made and nicely presented.
I could stare at the dancing woman for a long time, quite entrancing. Really demonstrate the incredible potential this platform
has for such things.

Would have liked the option to turn off the torch, kinda felt like I had to hold it behind my back at certain points because I
wanted to indulge in the beauty around me complete with surrounding darkness.

. quick preliminary review:

 - This is a Great game!!

 I really need to start making consistent reviews because it's games like this that go 'under the radar' while total trash garbage
takes over the gaming world today..

 Why is this game so good?

 Because it still has some semblance of an actual 'real living breathing open world' to it, with free-form combat and somewhat
non-rail gameplay.. All in a graphics format that allows you to look around and see the sky etc.

(Please note this is a very early review but that's the sense I got from it so far (I could be wrong about the 'non-rail gameplay' ))

 Again VR is around the corner yet still most games have a top-down view or 'stylized' graphics setup that just feels warped..
this actually has a realistic, vibrant graphics feel realistic enough to feel 'alive' yet not so heavily textured you feel like you're
staring at people's pores..

 Games seem to have lost that 'fine-line' between reality and fantasy but this is one of those games that has it.

  This feels like one of those games you would play all day on a Saturday/Sunday growing up and enjoying every minute of it,
exploring a fantasy world that felt compelling and non-stressful, not like todays games that are either a chore, grind, or stuffed
with over-the-top vulgarity, political agendas, scantily clad girls, robots and freaks etc etc

  By the way, why only 2 hours?

 Because this is one of those games I want to play while actually devoting my time and effort into it, nowadays it's hard to do
that so have it on the side waiting for me when I want to experience it fully...

 So - .. no, it's not perfect, but if the above means something to you try it out, games like this are getting harder and harder to
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find..

 I'll definitely update this later as/when I play more

. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FAlT8sEGKhc

It’s a classic adventure game through and through, and I was initially stumped by a few of the puzzles I came across. For the
frustrated, I can only offer the advice I’ve been given since my first Sierra game in the early nineties: click on everything, and
pick everything that you can up.

2016 is already starting out as a year for exciting games on the horizon, so you can imagine my surprise when a smaller indie
adventure game like this one took my interest. I had a hell of a lot of fun playing The Slaughter, and look forward to its next
episode.. A beyond broken title that is barely even playable and doors sometimes open and sometimes don't. Do not buy..
Leaves a very bad first impression at least, maybe it gets way better but... I won't be finding out.

The only "Beat 'Em Up" aspect of the game is that your girlfriend gets kidnapped in Detriot. Other than that it plays out like a
mediocre RPG maker game.

The opening dialouge was very stilted and oddly phrased. "I can only take three persons with me." It felt like it was ran from
google translate into English.

You get to pick your party at the very beginning, but they never tell you who or what they are. Did I pick a bunch of fighters, or
healers, or what? I don't know. There are no descriptions when picking your party, hell they don't even tell you their names.

There are no random encounters which is nice, but I only fought a whopping two battles, none of my party members had any
skills and I decided that I have much better games to play than this. If I were hard up for a game to play, maybe I'd give it more
of a chance.

I don't have any anti-RPG maker bias, and I've played a few Adolera games before, but this one just seems
half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥from the get-go. I have better things to do...
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